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Pricing is an important part of developing new services, 
just as it is for launching new products. This is so much 
the case, in fact, that when Whirlpool, the white-goods 
manufacturer, successfully overhauled its pricing in 

2000, the company said it approached the project by thinking 
of “prices themselves as a product, much like a dishwasher.” This 
makes excellent sense since the process of launching a superior 
product is extremely similar to the process of launching a superior 
price and price structure in that it requires innovation and effort. 
The price choices you make for a new service can help propel 
growth, lock in customers, frustrate the competition, smooth 
operations, and boost margins. 

Before continuing, let’s clarify what we mean by a product ver-
sus a service, since these terms have become a little slippery. If 
we’re being literal, a product is always a good, while a service is 
always an action performed on behalf of the customer. For ex-
ample, the post office sells stamps as goods—therefore products 
in the strict sense—but it delivers mail as a service. However, 
the boundary between products and services has blurred to the 
extent that things like mail delivery are sometimes described as 
products. For the most part in this article, we’ll refer to services 
and products as distinguishable entities. Occasionally, we may 
lump them together. 

In the strict sense, then, pricing a new service represents a dif-
ferent and often more complex challenge than pricing a new 
product. Being intangible, services are harder to define and face 
a more variable set of customer demands. For example, counting 
units sold is more difficult with a service than with a product. To 
make a comparison, cars are nearly always sold by the vehicle, 
but online information services can be sold by a wide variety of 
measures—the minute, the Web page, or the search. 

Another issue is how to deal with the potentially immense vari-
ety intrinsic to services. An HMO must price its fees to handle 
tens of thousands of patients with a thousand different ailments 

over the next year. By comparison, a PC manufacturer sells only 
a handful of models and has no reason to care what happens to 
them once they’re sold. 

Here are some good questions to ask about pricing a new ser-
vice:

• What’s the underlying strategic purpose the price must sup-
port? 

• What’s the basic unit for charging? A minute? A task? 

• What’s the best price structure—one rate, or different rates 
for different activities?

• What message should the pricing send to customers?

• Is the price definition complete? Does it capture all the value 
offered?

• Is there a defined minimum amount of service? Can services 
be combined into chunks to make them more desirable to the 
customer? Are these chunks modular? 

• How do we account for any variations in service quality?

• Are there implications for product pricing as well? Would any 
of our products be better marketed as services? 

As services grow more complex, the effort required to answer 
these questions successfully is likewise growing. IBM in 2002 
announced that it was shifting $1 billion of its R&D budget for 
the next three years away from traditional information technology 
and into research related to consulting and computer services. In 
a comment that reinforces the difficulty of pricing services, the 
IBM senior vice president in charge of research stated that his 
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“organization [hadn’t] worked out the details of how it will be 
reimbursed for work done directly for customers.”

Strategic Purpose in Setting Price
Whatever the chief strategic concern for a new service or product, 
price should help address it. This is true no matter what that 
concern is—whether to achieve rapid penetration of the market, 
retain customers, protect margins despite uncertain costs, or 
reduce customer churn. In each case, the strategy should be 
reflected in the price. 

For example, when MCI first challenged AT&T in long distance, 
the chief concern was gaining a competitive share of the market. 
Believing that lower price was the key to winning customers, 
MCI decided to charge by the minute, like AT&T—but unlike 
AT&T, defined its minutes so they were only about 57 seconds 
long. This not only placed a burden of explanation on the AT&T 
sales force, but improved unadjusted minute-to-minute price 
comparisons in favor of MCI. 

An example of using price to reduce customer churn comes from 
the life insurance industry, which naturally enough wants to re-
tain its customers for life. Products such as “whole life” insurance 
reflect this strategic goal: Prices are highest when insurance needs 
are greatest, as with wage earners raising young families; and low-
est when those needs decline, as with retirees and customers on 
fixed incomes. (In fact net prices under this scheme can go so low 
they’re negative, with the insurer paying the insured.) 

Our final example comes from eBay, which needed to support an 
infinite number of highly diverse, often low-value transactions. 
The solution was to charge sellers by the transaction as well as 
a percentage of sales, but leave the retail price of the underlying 
goods to be set by auction. eBay’s reward for this innovative use 
of price to support strategy was to grow from nothing to the sta-
tus of major retailer.

Defining the Charging Unit 
Although strategic goals may help with the broad outline of 
a pricing scheme, there often remain nittier, grittier issues to 
be addressed. One such is how to quantify services for billing 
purposes. This is known as the charging unit, and can take many 
forms, some of which are shown in Fig. 1. 

Not all charging units will be equally beneficial for your company 
or situation—some will be better or worse proxies for value, costs, 
or sharing risk with the consumer. Customers tend to be more 
accepting of charges when they see either a link to their benefits, 
or a link to your costs and effort. 

Which linkage works best will depend on the standards and eco-
nomics of the market. Typically, dentists charge by the delivered 
benefit: A dental crown is $375, regardless of how difficult that 

particular crown was to build or mount on the tooth. On the 
other hand, the meter in a taxi clicks over while sitting in traf-
fic, regardless of the distance traveled. The apparent conclusion 
here is that there is less variability to teeth than there is to urban 
traffic patterns. 

For a given industry, the charging unit is usually an enduring 
fixture, because changing it would require re-educating the cus-
tomer. Thus, while the price per gallon of gasoline changes daily, 
gasoline retailers are likely to continue to use the gallon as their 
unit for a long time to come. 

However, competition can force such a change, if one or more 
competitors believe it would be to their advantage or if custom-
ers insist on it. For example, at one time attorneys charged only 
by the hour. 

Today, many charge by the case, or as a percentage of the award. 
These new charging units offer benefits to both clients and at-
torneys—some clients may not want to pay cash up front, and 
attorneys can now participate in large awards. Similarly, long-dis-
tance telephone rates were once set by time and distance, whereas 
now they vary by calling plan. The new unit scheme is better at 
reflecting telephone company costs. Car rental companies used 
to charge for mileage, but now generally charge by the day, as a 
way to match customer preferences. 

How to Price New Services

Figure 1: Some Typical Charging Units.

Principle Examples

Flat rate Per project, per customer; per lifetime; per 
year of warranty, per month etc.

Variable usage 
(customer activity)

Per minute of customer use; per use; 
per successful use; per attempt; per 
mailing; per successful sale, per seat, per 
customer mile; per visit, etc.

Variable usage 
(provider activity) 

Per total minutes of seller activity 
supporting a service (including 
administration); per team hour; per 
assisted use; per cycle; per mailing 
attempt; per line of code; per set-up; per 
employee mile; per hour on-call; etc.

By user or asset Per ID number; per employee; per 
recipient; per IP address; per building/site; 
per car; per dollar under management, 
etc.

Share of value Percent of sales; share of revenues; share 
of awards, etc.
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Price Structure and Different Rates
The way you combine charging units, and set their rates, is the 
price structure. Almost never is there just one charging unit or 
just one rate. This would be simple, and some customers might 
appreciate it—but alas, it would rarely address all the seller’s 
needs.,

Even where the service provided is uniform or identical, this rarely 
dictates a single price. For example, although all passengers on 
an airplane will travel the same distance and arrive at the same 
time, airlines sell coach-class seats over an array of prices rang-
ing from $170 to $1,200 for the same flight from New York to 
Chicago. Technically, this is 
because as long as the demand 
curve slopes downward, a seller 
can obtain larger revenues by 
selling at different prices to 
different customers. 

Non-technically, we can ob-
serve that having different pric-
es allows the airline to fill more 
seats and make more money: 
Without a $170 seat, one pas-
senger might not fly to visit 
his friend in Chicago, while a 
$1,200 seat price won’t discourage another passenger from mak-
ing a last-minute trip to close a sale in Chicago. One of a pricer’s 
roles in life is to develop such different prices, and see that each 
customer pays the maximum he can afford. 

At a minimum, whenever you face a downward-sloping demand 
curve (as in the airline example, where you must sell a service at 
different prices or customers may drop out), it’s useful to have 
two types of charges. The first is a fixed charge—that is, a flat 
fee for even a minimal level of participation—while the second 
is a usage charge. 

The classic example comes from theme parks: Originally, Disney 
developed a two-part tariff whereby they charged you to get into 
the park and then charged you for specific rides within the park. 
The more rides you went on, the more you were charged overall, 
even though your entrance fee stayed the same. 

Sending Customers the Right Message
When setting up a price structure, bear in mind the underlying 
business purpose, and make sure that the elements of the price 
structure serve this purpose. 

This is not always the case. For example, when introducing a 
new service, you typically want to encourage customers to give 
it a try, therefore, it’s common to waive the fixed charge or of-
fer an incentive for signing up. However, what this really does is 
encourage people to sign up, not actually use the service. 

A more effective approach might be to institute a price structure 
with a non-negotiable fixed fee, from which a smaller amount is 
subtracted with each use. For example, an online service might 
charge a fixed fee of $210 per month, but subtract $10 from this 
fee for every day a user logs on. 

Companies using such a structure find that they can describe the 
service as potentially free (if users log on for every one of the 21 
working days of the month), yet in practice still obtain revenues, 
since there will be many days users fail to log on for one reason 
or another. More important, this system encourages the desired 
behavior of actually trying the service out. 

Another example of a precisely tailored structure is to vary the 
price by time of day. This is especially useful for limited-capacity 
services such as electricity, delivery services, trains, and television 
advertising slots. The message to the customer is clear: use the 
service more during off-peak times, when there is less demand for 

the limited supply. Naturally, 
each of these tariff structures 
will be unique to the service 
or product in question. 

In fact, if the price structure 
is not unique, then we can 
safely say that your company 
has missed an excellent op-
portunity to use price to its 
advantage. As advertising leg-
end Patrick Thiede said when 
accepting the 1999 award for 
best European advertisement 

of the year, “If the picture exists, it’s not a great idea.” By this he 
means that a truly great idea will be so new that existing stock 
photos won’t be adequate. The same concept applies to pricing, 
as every situation is different, and applying “stock” price struc-
tures won’t produce outstanding results. 

Completing the Price Definition
Many kinds of charges may be necessary to accommodate fully 
the range of services demanded by customers. This also will 
help limit those customer behaviors that increase costs, while 
doing a better job of reflecting added value where it occurs. 
Airlines not only charge for passengers—they charge for excess 
baggage, animals, special ticketing (for example, rush delivery), 
and alcoholic beverages. In a tribute to hard-nosed pricing, 
Southwest Airlines charges extra for obese travelers who need 
more than one seat. 

Even when the service or product appears straightforward, there 
may be important intangible price questions associated with it. 
Do you have prices for warranties? For returns? How about for 
financing? For early payments and pre-payments? For refunds, 
repairs, and shipping? For duplicate bills or special billing? For 
extraordinary customer service? 

An ancillary benefit of many charge points is that it’s harder for 
customers to compare prices (or for regulators to do so, for that 
matter). With many charging units, a company can modulate 
its pricing to reflect both customer priorities and its own cost 
structure. A single charging unit is like a guitar with only one 
string—it’s hard to create an attractive composition. 

Service Minimums:  
Combining Services into Chunks
What is the minimum set of services your company will offer its 
market? Obviously, a surgeon won’t offer half an appendectomy. 

A Complement NPI can be sold 
alongside the existing portfolio and 
maximize new customer acquisition 
without  cannibal iz ing exist ing 
products.
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Universities require a minimum number of courses before 
they award a degree. Postal services don’t offer to carry letters 
halfway—only to their final destination.

This is an important point, and there is no one answer. Some 
service providers have been moving to offer smaller and smaller 
revenue services. For example, Dun & Bradstreet (now D&B) 
formerly set contract minimums to make it difficult to buy less 
than $2,000 worth of credit reports. 

Today, anyone can buy a single credit report by using credit cards 
and the Internet. On the other hand, the minimum project being 
accepted by systems developers such as EDS and Accenture, or 
by high-end strategy consultants such as A.T. Kearney or McK-
insey, has been steadily increasing. 

In each case, the movement toward bigger or smaller minimums 
has been driven by a careful look at costs. For D&B, set-up 
costs for identifying and delivering credit reports have declined 
through the use of information technology and the Internet. But 
for developers of custom systems and high-end strategy analy-
sis, set-up costs (including design and training) have increased 
with the growing sophistication of customer requirements. The 
minimum sale has therefore gotten bigger in these markets to 
accommodate this. 

Thus, we can see that you must calculate where your company’s 
economic range lies, and set minimum purchases accordingly. If 
the range lies outside market requirements (that is, outside the 
market’s price tolerance), then it may be time for some business 
process reengineering. 

Another major factor in determining the correct minimums for 
service offerings lies in whether you make your offerings modu-
lar. By modular, we mean that it’s easy to mix and match one 
service or product with another, just as you can easily order dif-
ferent combinations of items from a restaurant menu. Modular-
ity is especially important in cases where you require a great deal 
of customer self-service—for example, when offering services or 
products via the Web. 

Modularity can also provide a way out of situations in which the 
rules of combining services have become too complex for cus-
tomers to understand. For example, purchasing multiple maga-
zine ads is so complex that many magazines’ sales people have 
difficulty explaining the discounting rules to customers, or even 
understanding the rules themselves: duplicate coverage of target 

audiences among magazines, different reach and frequencies, 
and innumerable choices of ad position within publications, to 
name a few. For the same reason, automating such sales is dif-
ficult or impossible. 

To create modularity, whether in magazine advertising purchases 
or any other market, there needs to be a logical underpinning to 
the price structure. More specifically, there needs to be:

• A price for every service a customer is likely to want

• Each service element should either be viable on its own, or have 
simple rules for making useful combinations

• The ability to combine any service element with another service 
element, or else very simple rules for defining the combinations

• Minimum overlap among the service elements so customers 
do not discover they have paid twice or more for the same part 
of a service

In graphic terms, the structure should resemble the left-hand side 
of Fig. 2, not the right-hand side. 

Having a realistic price for every service element is perhaps the 
most important requirement. At many companies, packages have 
become so much more important than the individual elements 
that meaningful prices for the elements are no longer available. 
In our experience, this lack of modularity makes it very difficult 
for product managers to confidently fashion new packages. 

Accounting for Variations in Service Quality
Services are diverse to fit the variable needs of clients. This diversity 
means that results aren’t likely to be uniformly successful, nor of 
uniform quality. In turn, this may result at times in significant 
customer dissatisfaction. How can pricing best reflect such 
variations in quality, so as to improve satisfaction and customers’ 
willingness to make repeat purchases? One approach is to look at 
the risk of failure. If we do, we find useful questions to ask. 

The first questions should be asked primarily from the customer’s 
point of view: Just how bad can the outcome be? Do the possible 
bad outcomes outweigh the cost of the service, or not? If your 
cable television service goes out and you’re without TV for a few 
hours, that’s not a major problem. If a surgeon is found guilty 
of malpractice, on the other hand, the consequences can run to 
many millions of dollars.

Another question is of importance 
both to customers and to the company 
offering the service: How frequently 
does failure occur? (What constitutes 
“frequent” will vary depending upon 
the market and will affect not only 
customer perception, but also the eco-
nomics of the provider, who must now 
mitigate or make good the customer’s 
loss. The economic calculation should 
include the administrative burden on 
both buyer and seller.

Figure 2: Product Modularity
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Together these two factors—severity and frequency—form a 
framework for accommodating variations in quality. This frame-
work takes the form of a matrix, as shown in Fig. 3. 

Bad outcomes, which are low in frequency and carry minor con-
sequences (Box I), are addressed most easily. A warranty is the 
most common cure, since the economics are usually favorable 
and the customer sees it as reasonable. For example, if a restau-
rant serves an unappetizing meal and the customer complains, 
then the meal is free.

Bad outcomes that carry minor consequences but occur frequently 
(Box II) are more troublesome. A warranty won’t make customers 
feel better because of the effort they must undertake to exercise 
the warranty (an effort shared by your company). While it’s not 
a bad idea to offer a warranty, nonetheless, some additional price 
tactics should be considered to improve the situation:

• If lower-quality transactions can be predicted in advance, cre-
ate two tiers of service: higher-quality and lower-quality. This 
not only allows you to adjust price to value, but acknowledges 
to customers ahead of time that the effort required on their part 
may be greater than usual. 

• Define the unit of payment so that it reflects the lower value 
received by the customer. If the payment is defined as a share of 
the value created, then the customer is more prepared to believe 
you gave it your best effort and that she is not being exploited. 
Attorneys do this with their contingency fee arrangements. 

Finally, where possible, sell the service in “chunks” that are sta-
tistically likely to include both high-quality and lower-quality 
outcomes. This makes each purchase more predictable, and 
therefore easier to price. It also ensures that the customer expe-
riences some fraction of the best outcome. For example, many 
newspapers won’t sell classified ads for a single issue. They require 
a certain multi-issue minimum, since they know from experi-
ence you’re more likely to get answers to an ad (and sell what it 
is you’re selling, or find what it is you’re looking for) if the ad 
runs several times. 

It’s important to define in exact terms how failure or variance 
in quality can affect your customers. For example, for a firm 
that provides credit reports, two types of failure are possible. 
First, a report on a potential borrower or credit customer could 
be incomplete and therefore not informative. In that case, the 

customer has spent $45 and gotten nothing—a relatively non-
severe consequence. The second possibility, however, is that the 
report is wrong or out of date and mistakenly suggests a com-
pany is credit-worthy, when in fact the company is a credit risk. 
In this case, the customer stands to lose far more than the cost 
of the report by lending or extending credit to a poor risk—a 
severe consequence.

When there is potential for a severe quality problem, typically 
many times the price of the service, but the frequency is low—as 
in Box III of the matrix—insurance is likely to be your best an-
swer. Customers who are particularly concerned about the pos-
sibility of low quality or failure can be given the option to buy 
insurance and thus have some protection in the event that failure 
actually occurs. An additional benefit to you is that if the cus-
tomer fails to purchase insurance, they now share some of the 
responsibility for any potential loss. An example of this is tele-
phone companies that offer “inside wire” insurance. The inside 
wires rarely fail, but many subscribers are willing to pay a small 
monthly fee to ensure they never pay the more expensive repair 
fee. When the chances for failure are low, but the likelihood for 
failure is perceived to be high, acting as an insurer for customers 
can be quite lucrative.

Here’s an example of an inappropriate response to failure: When 
an airline flight is cancelled, most airlines offer to refund your 
ticket or schedule you on a replacement flight. Yet for many of 
us, the inconvenience and cost of a cancelled flight is greater 
than the ticket price—therefore we find the offer of a refund 
(which would have been appropriate for a Box I situation) both 
inadequate and annoying. Insurance would be a more appropri-
ate response in this case. 

When failure will result in major consequences, and the frequency 
of occurrence is high—as in Box IV of the matrix—you’ve got a 
real problem, because such situations tend to push hard on the 
economics of a business. Examples of businesses that regularly 
deal with these nasty situations include litigation, complex and 
risky surgery, commercial satellite launches, and oil field fire-
fighting. Insurance tends to be unfeasible because of the frequent 
pay-out required. 

The best answer here is some form of risk-sharing. An example 
is contingency fees charged by recruiters to be paid only if the 
candidate remains in the new job for a year or more. Another 
example is contingent fee pricing by attorneys. This helps focus 
the price discussion on the “best efforts” nature of the service. 
Another example is a joint venture between two companies that 
wish to enter a new market: Neither company is confident it can 
enter the new market alone, and so together they jointly pay for 
the resources required. Similarly, they expect to share the rewards 
should the venture succeed. 

Assessing and developing the right price strategy for service war-
ranties is the key not only to pricing, but to branding. Few man-
agement decisions are more important to building a premium 
brand than the choice of how to deal with product or service 
failures. While many companies handle their failures on an ad 
hoc basis, this often results in uncertainty and delay in handling 
customer grievances. This can be very damaging to a brand, as 
demonstrated by the fall in Audi sales after the supposed failure 
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Figure 3: Service Quality Failures
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of the Audi 5000 model, and the drop in sales of Nestlé baby 
food formula following the debacle of its distribution in devel-
oping countries. The appropriate price strategy will provide cer-
tainty and speed redress; and this is the best action to preserve 
the brand also.

Implications for Product Pricing
Much of what we’ve discussed applies to the pricing of products 
as well as of services. Many products naturally have two-part 
price structures—for example, a water filtering device with both 
a one-time charge for the basic apparatus, and recurring charges 
for replacement filters. Cars represent a one-time charge, yet with 
recurring usage-based charges for replacement parts.

In many cases, pricing offers companies the opportunity to ex-
pand their offerings from products to services. For example, soft-
ware producers are moving from the one-time sale of software 
to leasing it for discrete lengths of time. Similarly, the producers 
of light bulbs for street lights have moved from charging for the 
sale and installation of discrete bulbs to flat-rate service contracts 
where they maintain lighting for contracted areas. This is priced 
without explicitly referring to the number of bulbs required dur-
ing the term of service since this encourages the contractor to 

use longer-lasting bulbs to keep costs down. This can be a win 
for municipalities as well. 

Sometimes a move from product sale to service lease can be very 
profitable, as has proven to be the case in software. Microsoft’s 
Windows XP, for example, comes with a license program that 
commits customers to purchase upgrades every two years. Al-
though unpopular, this has proven profitable because it ensures 
that customers will buy upgrades they wouldn’t have otherwise. 
In addition, Microsoft charges rental fees up to 85 percent of the 
cost of a perpetual license. 

Summary
Given that services are intangible and can have a wide range 
of outcomes, they are often more diff icult to price than 
products. As we’ve seen, it pays to take the time needed to think 
through the price structure. Think also about how to ensure 
customer satisfaction despite differences in outcome. Treat price 
development with the same methodical care as normal product 
development. And don’t be afraid to get creative—for example, 
adapting the idea of a negative-usage charge to situations where 
you want to encourage trial and usage, not just purchase. There’s 
a lot of opportunity here.




